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内容概要

　　Chinese architecture after reform and opening sprung from adiscussion of national style.Although we were
finally able to liftthe veil placed over our eyes and gradually expose ourselves toWestern architecture，there was a
dilemma.Would our architecturebe uniquely Chinese？
Or would it be entirely Westernized？
Facingthe transformation of our culture，we hoped to move forward byleaps and bounds，but traditional
thinking made US hesitate.TheBeij ing Fragrant Hills Hotel，Qufu Queli Hotel，Lhasa Hotel，and others have a
distinctly Chinese mood.Articles from 1 980seditions of Architectural Journal were titles as“Modern Style anda
Link to the Past，”（by Qi Kang），“Using Architecture to Recordour Mighty Era”（by Yin Peitong
）.First published in August 1979，“The Architect”concentrated on translating architectural essaysand research
papers.In 1 983，Peng Yigang’S“Unified Theory of Building Spaces”was published，marking China’S first
formalinquiry into architecture.The rebirth of architectural discussionindicated that even as we were sweeping away
the remains of the Great Leap Forward era，we were beginning to think rationally As nationalistic voices in the
discussion gradually softened，the Chinese architectural world looked toward“foreign experience.”In
“Thinking between History and the Future，”Tai Ning wrote，“Modern Chinese architecture is happening
in the narrow alleysbetween tall buildings.If we don’t use reform and opening tobravely assimilate the outside
culture of modem，which is Westernarchitecture，it will be impossible for modem Chinese architectureto achieve
a breakthrough.”Indeed，with such a vast culturalhistory，innovation was not an easy task.With the Beijing
PalacePenninsula Hotel and Asian Games Village，we attempted to fusetogether an exploration of Chinese spirit
and modernism，but inpractice this was more the transplantation of foreign culture on amulti-coexistence
foundation.
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章节摘录

　　The Today Art Museum is located in the center of Beijing'S CBDin Chaoyang District.Its avant-garde style
truly makes it stand outagainst its environment--its fusion of older industrial conceptswith modern themes creates a
distinctive aesthetic quality.Thedesign was based on the conceptual analysis of the transforming ofold urban
architecture and on the traits of original extemal featuresof old buildings and internal functions.Wang Hui thus
implementeda series of design work from taking into perspective both the wholeproduct and all the minute details.
　　High-speed development and construction in the business centerarea of the city has all but wiped out any
traces of the originalcharacter of the area.There were two reasons that Wang Hui chosethe CBD as his site to
transform an old building into a new spacefor the arts.The first is that he wanted to preserve some ofthe flavorof the
old buildings.The second is consideration of the ecologicalrelationship between art，architecture，and the
inhabitants of acommunity.The proj ect Wang undertook，which bears the doubleburden of commerce and
culture，is full of challenges.The newToday Art Museum was originally the boiler room of the BeijingBeer
brewery.The old boiler room is located at the northeastcomer of the Pingod residential complex，easily accessible
fromthe adjoining road.Furthermore，the spatial configuration of theboiler room was exceptional.The roof comes
in at 1 2 meters high，creating a perfect atmosphere for exhibiting works of modem art.Also，as it was originally
the location of giant boilers，the space wasalready able to bear the weight load of giant displays of art or largepieces
of equipment.
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